Holding the youth of this generation in yesterday’s culture is still attainable. Though they were born in a different time and in distant arts of fashion, Girl Scout of today shows acceptance to do some challenges in exercising same old tradition.

GSP activity like the investiture program refreshes the important investment that a member must keep up. Whole self-offering is required as she wears GSP uniform. But wearing it is not enough and could never be enough. Her preparedness to serve is always called even if she is not in uniform. For the Girl Scout’s Law and Promise embrace a challenge towards a character progress at all times, fore the candle and pinning ceremonies carry a brunt of responsibility on every girl’s shoulder.

The GSP encampment likewise tries to note and teach the expected attitude and discipline of being one. Helpfulness and skillfulness are just some of the formation ought to achieve. Self-defense and artistry are here enriched and highlighted. Such activities determine that one should be proficient in all aspects in real life. Take a lead, strive to live and make ways to survive.

That at the back of a millennial girl scout wearing a fashionable wardrobe, one should not wear out the feminine gestures. Observance of correct choice of words with a good personality must be instilled.

These reinking strikes will truly drive in complying with the GSP mission, “to help girls and young women realize the ideals of womanhood and prepare themselves for their responsibilities in home, in nation and in world community”.
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And this will accomplish Josefa Llanes Escoda’s quotes, “the modern woman is no longer the wife that clings, she now helps the husband. The woman’s demand for independence is motivated by their desire to help their husbands in governmental affairs which always required the moderation and wisdom of woman”.

Let us continue motivating our students to actively join GSP works and create responsible girls to come though social media and other virtual platform!
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